Arguments in support or opposition of the proposed laws are the opinions of the authors.

Rebuttal to Argument In Favor of Measure [X] EMPLOYEE TAX

Rebuttal to Argument Against Measure

(Pursuant to §9285: Maximum 250 words)

The resolution of the City Council concerning how the money raised by this employee tax measure might be spent is not binding and may be repealed or replaced at any time by another vote of the City Council.

The truth is that the money could be used for most anything - including higher salaries, pensions and other benefits for employees.

The two revenue measures placed on the November 6 ballot by the City Council should remind us that city government has important powers - as does the state government - which can enhance or undermine the quality of living here.

A proposed law at the state level earlier this year (Senate Bill 827) would have authorized big developers to build highrise apartments and condos most anywhere and NOT even provide any parking spots. That proposal may well return just after the November election.

Choose your city and state representatives carefully. They all make important decisions - including how to spend the money collected.

(Pursuant to §9600: Form of Statement to accompany arguments)

The undersigned proponent(s) or author(s) of the (primary/rebuttal) argument (in favor of / against) Ballot Measure P at the General Municipal Election for the City of Mountain View to be held on November 6, 2018 hereby state that this argument is true and correct to the best of (his/her/their) knowledge and belief.
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